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With a novel technique point contacts are used for the generation of very-high-frequency phonoes in ruby. In an optical 
czl~riment selective :for near-zone-lroandary phonons, the injected photons are observed by the R2 l~uoreseence from a 
smell zone prepared by pulsed optical pumping at distances up to 0.6 mm from the contact. In a time of flight export'moat 
phonons injected in AlzO.a are detected in a broad band with a supereonductlag tin film. 

We first present  a novel technique of injecting 
ve~-h igh- f requency  acoustical phonons  in :~,- 
sulating crystals at low temperatures ,  and Subse- 
quently show that suelt phonons  may leavel over 
macroscopic distances. The  technique of genera-  
tion is based on a metallic point contact, which 
allows phonon production in very small volumes 
by dissipation of elec~,rical current [1,2],  The 
detection in the insulator has been accomplished, 
at various positions in the crystal, by the 
phonon- induced enhancement  of  a suitable 
luminescence transition of an optically pumped 
center. Such a scheme is under appropriate cir- 
cumstances  selective to phonons  near  the 
Brillouin-zone boundary of the cry.stats. As  an 
example we have taken ~ 5 0 0 p p m  ruby 
(Cr3":AlzO.~}. We have also observed both lon- 
gitudinal and transverse phonons  to traverse a 
crystal of  sapphire (AlcOa) by detection with a 
superconducting bolometer at the opposke face. 

In a pc, lnt contact between a metal surface and 
a metal whisker the conduction electrons accel- 
erated over  the contact by an applied voltage V 
spontaneously emit p honons i, up to frequencies 
eV/h.  The  resulting mode p(~pulatEon as a func- 
tion of energy e is accordi]?g to ( e V - e ) / e l l ,  h, 
where I,h is the phonon mean free path, bul of 
course constr:ained to the maximum phonon 
~nergy in tile metal [2]. In ~the present experi- 
ment  the contacts were made of a Au film.fthick~ 
hess "-500 ~,  maximum phonon energy 

~ 1 5 0  c m " ) ,  evaporated onto the surface of the 
crystal, and a A u  whisker pressed to the film. A 
good fraction of  the phonons  generated by the 
point  contact is injected into the crystal over  an 
area with a typical diameter  equal to the thick- 
ness of the ]~yer. Note her,-" that the phonon time 
of  flight across the film is of the order 10 - ~  s, 
and that  the frequency distribution of t:he p,ho- 
hens  will already be modified to some extent 
upon their alerival at the hot area due to their 
finite mean free path in the metal. Adopting at 
this point an effective temperature of the pho- 
nons,  and equilibrating the electrical power to 
the  phonon energy traversing the metal-crystal 
interface per second, we find an effective ~emp- 
erature  over the hot  area of "F~u~500K at 
0 . l  W. Further  thermalization is expected to take 
place directly following injection into the  Al2Oa 
ct3rstal, as from thermal conductivity measure-  
ments  the mean  free pmh in AI2Oa is known to 
be shorter  than the  hot-area diameter  at the 
relevant ~emperatures [3]. We will assume, in an 
admittedly simplified model, that the phonons  
will leave the area of generation with a fre- 
quency distribution according to p(~o, T)D(oa), 
where p(to, T ) = [ e x p ( h t o j k u T ~ ) -  1] ' t  is the 
phonon occupation number ,  and D(to) is the 
density og phonon states of the ruby. During the 
subsequent  ballistic flight no modification of this 
distribution is anticipated. 

With a superconducting Sn bolometer, which 
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Fig. 1. Time o£ {light o.F phooons generated by a Au-Au 
point co0tact in a sapphire crystal (AI:~O:~) ut 1.2 K with 
bror, dband detection. The resistance o[ the point contact is 
5,Q, The superconduc,!ing Sn bolomeler is operated at the 
erlti~al magnetic field. 

essentially is a broadband detector, we observed 
th.e phonons generated in the poTnt contact to 
ballistically traverse a sapphire crystal of 5 mm 
length along the c axis. In fig. 1 we have plotted 
the phonon signal versus time of arrival for vari- 
ous voltages of  the pulse applied to the contact. 
The pulse width was 170 ns. Two peaks are 
observed representing the arrival e f the longitud- 
inal and the two degenerate tran..~verse modes. 
The arrive! times measured agree with the 
known sound velocities of these modes in the 
Debye limit, l~l 4 m/s for the longitudinal modes 
and 6 x 10 ~ m/s for the transverse ones [4]. The 
phonort signal of both branches is further found 
to be linear wi~h electrical power up to 2.5 mW 
over a rznge c,f resistances of the point contact. 

in a ruby crystal the fluorescent Cr z+ ions 
provide a freq',.~ency-selective detection of the 
phonon occupation numbers in the following 
way. After population of the EQE) excited state 
by opticat pumping, the p_._hhonon-assisted transi- 
tions lift the ions to 2A(ZE) 29cm -~ above 
F,(2E), The associated increase of the R~ 
lumine:;ceuce thus is a direct measure of the 
incident phonon occupation. The scheme is well- 
known to be sensitive to 29 era- ~ phonons by the 
direct absorption E~,,~-A [5]. It has recently 
been realized [6,7], however, that very-high- 
frequency phonons, when sufficiently abundant, 

invoke by Raman processes a signal that eclipses 
that of  the 29cm -~ phonons. The Raman as- 
s¢~ciated signa/,aR= integrated over tbe spectrum 
ar~ounts to ~lRz -Ra ,~ t lT~ ,m,  where ,at is the 
tw~dth of the voltage pulse and 

f 
l . ( ] }  : ~ l T m , , .  = C dco(k2k~Aoah)p "(o)D(eJ)Dl¢ol), 
J 

where p(w)D(~) is the number of incident pho- 
nic)as with frequency between a~ and w +do ,  k 
i:,~ the wavevector, D(eo) is the density of states~ 
and C is a known prefactor; ¢~, and k~ refer to 
ths outgoin~ phonon, which has an energy dl- 
minished by 29 cm-). The frequency selectivity 
of the detection thus is provided by 
(kZk~/oJo~OD((ot), which clearly [avors r~he zone 
boundary. From similar considerations for the 
direct process we note that the 29 cm-Lphonon-  
induced AR~ takes over for effective tempera- 
tures oq]y below 30 f(. 

In fig, 2 the R= intensity induced by a pulsed 
point contact is shown for various distances be- 
tween a Au-Au  point contact and the detection 
volume (cylinder 50 u,m in diameter and 100 t~m 
in length) and a fairly high pulse power (70 mW). 
The detection volume was prepared by optical 
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F;.#. 2. I~= ~nteflsity induced by a Au-Au point ¢'ont~ct at 
various d;stanct,~ d from the convact at 1,5 K, The resis, tance 
of the point contact is 0,5 ~. I-[(~ri/.orlta] axis represents time. 
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pumping with an Ar laser into the broad hands 
and further selected by the optical imaging sys- 
tem. The phonons produced in the nonoradiative 
decay to E give rise to an unwanted R2 back- 
ground signal, which in an actual experiment was 
removed by swhehing off the pumping a few t~s 
prior to the firing of the point contact. This 
allows the R= background to decay, thus reduc- 
ing the noise. The sensitivity, or. the other hand, 
is fully retained as the F. poptl]lation decays on 
the time scale of rR ( - 4  ms). In fig. 2, from the 
shift in arrival time versus distance the velocity is 
found to be about half the Debye velocity, indic- 
ative of detection of near-zone-boundary pho- 
nuns a~ the higher applied voltages. Fig. 2 also 
demonstrates that use of point contacts com.- 
bined with optical detection makes possible time 
of flight expeziments over st~bmillimeter dis- 
lances, which are essential ~ case of near-zone- 
boundary phonons because of the small group 
velocity and limited lifetime. The technique 
further permits a precise and flexible control of 
the generator-detector configuration. For lateral 
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Fig. 3. R~ intcasi ly vs. tile h]tcral dJspl;kcelvlewl! ~ along tile 
la~;cr beam at [: dls;lance d ,= 11,4 mrll [loa~ the pr,int contact.  
D~t~lled curve is the fall with x Itceording to r " : ,  with 
r~'=d2q, x~ 

displacement this is shown in fig. 3, where ad- 
vantage is taken of scannivg of the detection 
volume along the laser beam by the opt ic .  

To better demonstrate that the point contact is 
capable of generating phonons near the zone 
boundary that are detected by Raman proc,=sses 
i:.n the optical detector, we have measured the 
phonon-induced R~ intensity versus power P dis- 
:;~pated in the point contact. The generator- 
detector distance here is 0.1 ram. It appears that 
above P = 3 mW ,AR2 rises linearly. This corres- 
ponds with the classical limit, i.e., kBT is larger 
~han atl hie of the system. At  lower powers a P~'~ 
dependence is observed, which is indeed consis- 
tent with a point contact acting as a Plar.ck's 
radiator (P g T~t) and detection by Rarnan pro- 
cesses ( 'Fm~= TT, r), yielding an exponent 7t4 
upon eliminating Tea. For a more quantitative 
tr,'-atment, we have worked out the model of 
pho,on generation by the point contact de- 
scribed above to obtain T~,¢ versus P (fig. 4). 
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Fig. ,*. El[cctivt: tcmperatun~ of the point-contact phonon 
general, or vs, elc.'¢trieal power ac¢ordil~g to the model d¢- 
,~eribed in the text. 
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Fig. 5. R 2 intensity vs. electrical power applied to the point 
contact at L:i K. The phooon-Jnduce..d R= signal is nor- 
malized to R z due to stationary optical pumping (Ra/RI "~ 4x 
10-sk The 'volume of detection is a cylinder of 50 ~ra 
diameter and 100 v.m length. The curve represents the re- 
suits of the model calculations. 

Here, the hot area bordering the ruby was taken 
to have a diameter 500~. Combining this with 
eq, (1) with due account for the overall reduction 
of the phonon energy density with distance of 
travel, we see that the simplified model adopted 

(solid line in fig. 5) excellently tracks the data, 
both functionally and in absolute magnitude. We 
emphasize that the model does not involve any 
adjustable parameters, but we note that we have 
made minor sealing corrections, within the un- 
certainties, in the above values for the hot area 
size and the generator-detector distance. In fig. 5 
the effective temperatures of the hot spot range 
from 30 K to 600 K. 

In summary, the present experiments have dem- 
onstrated that (a) point contacts are efficient 
generators for phonons with energies up to the 
zone boundary in crystals such as A12Oa, (b) the 
use of point contacts enables one to perform 
time of flight experiments at both small distances 
and angular resolution, and (c) very-high- 
frequency phonons travel over macroscopic dis- 
tances. 
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